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 . Stars: Raghuvir Yadav, Rambha, Nitin Joshi, Makrand Desai. A group of friends plan a Punjabi wedding in New York, but an
honest and caring police officer hinders their plans. Sara Ali Khan and Nawazuddin Siddiqui may be Bollywood's leading ladies,
but they're best friends in real life and always have been. Friends who understand each other completely, and who do anything

for each other. They're inseparable and this friendship - despite its age - remains one of the most important relationships in their
lives. Season 5 Day 1 - 4,056 Days, 15 Episodes We're back for another fabulous year of unplanned hilarity and epic drama.
Each season we ask a friend to be our "season producer" and help us bring you our favourite moments and stories. "Raj" is

"Kurkure"'s scriptwriter. We know him only as a friend, but when "Kurkure" was up for an award in 2004, we asked Raj to tell
us what made him so passionate about this little show. We're back for another fabulous year of unplanned hilarity and epic
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drama. Each season we ask a friend to be our "season producer" and help us bring you our favourite moments and stories. "Raj"
is "Kurkure"s scriptwriter. We know him only as a friend, but when "Kurkure" was up for an award in 2004, we asked Raj to
tell us what made him so passionate about this little show. We're back for another fabulous year of unplanned hilarity and epic

drama. Each season we ask a friend to be our "season producer" and help us bring you our favourite moments 82157476af
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